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Diffusion experiments with indium �In� in germanium �Ge� were performed in the temperature
range between 550 and 900 °C. Intrinsic and extrinsic doping levels were achieved by utilizing
various implantation doses. Indium concentration profiles were recorded by means of secondary ion
mass spectrometry and spreading resistance profiling. The observed concentration independent
diffusion profiles are accurately described based on the vacancy mechanism with a singly negatively
charged mobile In-vacancy complex. In accord with the experiment, the diffusion model predicts an
effective In diffusion coefficient under extrinsic conditions that is a factor of 2 higher than under
intrinsic conditions. The temperature dependence of intrinsic In diffusion yields an activation
enthalpy of 3.51 eV and confirms earlier results of Dorner et al. �Z. Metallk. 73, 325 �1982��. The
value clearly exceeds the activation enthalpy of Ge self-diffusion and indicates that the attractive
interaction between In and a vacancy does not extend to third nearest neighbor sites which confirms
recent theoretical calculations. At low temperatures and high doping levels, the In profiles show an
extended tail that could reflect an enhanced diffusion at the beginning of the annealing.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3226860�

I. INTRODUCTION

The elemental semiconductor Ge has received renewed
interest due to its potential use in the fabrication of comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductors �CMOSs�. By utilizing
Ge instead of silicon �Si� for CMOS technology, one can
take advantage of the higher electron and hole mobilities in
Ge compared to Si.1 Whereas a p-channel Ge-MOSFET
made of heavily boron �B� doped source and drain regions
have already been demonstrated,2,3 the n-channel MOSFET
remains a challenge due to the enhanced diffusion of n-type
dopants under extrinsic doping conditions and the deactiva-
tion of the donors for concentrations exceeding
1019 cm−3.3–7 The enhanced diffusion and deactivation are
directly associated with the properties of the point defects
involved in the diffusion mechanisms.6,7 In the case of phos-
phorus �P�, arsenic �As�, and antimony �Sb� diffusion in Ge,
the mass transport is mediated by singly negatively charged
donor-vacancy pairs.6 The charge difference between the mo-
bile pair and the substitutional donor, that is singly positively
charged, leads to a donor diffusion coefficient proportional to
the square of the free electron concentration.6 The physical
origin of this concentration enhanced diffusion of n-type
dopants under extrinsic doping conditions is the electric field
established by the donor atoms that leads to a drift of the
donor-vacancy pairs.8 As far as technological requirements
are considered, B in Ge behaves almost diffusionless9 and
high activation levels can be achieved after annealing
B-implanted preamorphized Ge.10,11 The low B diffusion,

which is associated with a diffusion activation enthalpy ex-
ceeding the value of Ge self-diffusion,9 can be explained
with both the vacancy and interstitialcy mechanisms. In the
case vacancies �V� mediate B diffusion, the high activation
enthalpy reflects a repulsive interaction between B and V due
to, e.g., local stress and/or the charge states of the point
defects involved in the defect reaction. The repulsive inter-
action of the BV pair has been recently verified by density
functional theory �DFT� calculations.12 In the case when the
interstitialcy mechanism mediates B diffusion, the high acti-
vation enthalpy would support a high enthalpy for the forma-
tion of self-interstitials that agrees with theoretical
predictions.13–16 According to previous studies on the diffu-
sion of other acceptor dopants such as aluminum �Al�,17 gal-
lium �Ga�,18,19 and In,20 these elements diffuse several orders
of magnitude faster than B.5 The diffusion experiments re-
ported by Dorner et al.,17,20 Södervall et al.,18 and Riihimäki
et al.19 yield diffusion activation enthalpies for Al, Ga, and In
that clearly exceed the activation enthalpy of
self-diffusion.21,22 Considering the DFT calculations of
Chroneos et al.,23,24 these results seem to be in conflict with
the picture on a vacancy-mediated acceptor diffusion that
predict diffusion activation enthalpies below 3 eV for Al, Ga,
and In. In order to verify the diffusion activation enthalpy,
we report in this paper experiments on the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic diffusion of In in Ge. In contrast to the strong concen-
tration dependent diffusion of donor atoms in Ge, the diffu-
sion of In is independent of the acceptor concentration
indicating that the charge state of the mobile InV pair equals
that of substitutional In �Ins

−�. However, an effective In dif-
fusion coefficient is obtained from an analytical analysis of
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extrinsic In profiles that can be at most a factor of 2 higher
than In diffusion under intrinsic conditions. The analysis of
acceptor diffusion presented in this work will help to under-
stand in more detail the diffusion behavior of p-type dopants
in Ge under intrinsic and extrinsic conditions and, in particu-
lar, serves to differentiate between the diffusion coefficients
deduced from a simple analytical and a more comprehensive
numerical analysis of experimental profiles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

�100�-oriented high Ohmic ��30 � cm� p-type single
crystalline Ge wafers with a thickness of about 500 �m
were used for the diffusion experiments. The wafers were
provided by Umicore �Olen, Belgium�. Two samples with
lateral dimensions of 10�10 and 17�24 mm2 were cut and
implanted with In at 350 keV. One of the samples was im-
planted with an In dose of 1.1�1014 cm−2 and the other
with 1.1�1015 cm−2 resulting in In-peak concentrations of
1019 and 1020 cm−3, respectively. Subsequently, the In-
implanted samples were cut into smaller pieces, cleaned with
organic solvents, hydrofluoric acid, and de-ionized water,
and encapsulated in evacuated quartz ampoules. Addition-
ally, we also prepared Ge samples that were covered on one
side with high purity In �99.9999%� by means of vacuum
evaporation. Diffusion annealing were performed at tempera-
tures between 550 and 900 °C for various times in a resis-
tance heated furnace. A type-S, Pt–PtRh, thermocouple was
used to monitor the temperature with an accuracy of �2 K.
The ampoules were quenched in ethylene glycol to terminate
the diffusion process. Time of flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry �TOF-SIMS 5� at TASCON GmbH �Münster�
was applied to determine the distribution of In in the as-
implanted and annealed Ge samples. The as-implanted pro-
files were used as reference samples for the calibration of the
SIMS profiles. The depths of the craters that are formed by
the SIMS analysis were determined with an optical profilo-
meter NT3300 at Nanoanalytics �Münster�. For the highest
diffusion temperature, we used In-evaporated Ge samples
and applied the spreading resistance technique for profiling.
For the conversion of the spreading resistance profiles to
resistivity profiles, we used homogenously doped reference
samples of known resistivities. Conversion of the resistivity
data to dopant concentrations is based on the interrelation
between the acceptor concentration and the respective resis-
tivity reported by Cuttriss.25

III. RESULTS

Typical concentration profiles of In measured with TOF-
SIMS after diffusion annealing of low- and high-dose In-
implanted Ge samples at 700 °C for 24 h are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The lower profile with a maximum concentration of
about 1018 cm−3 reflects the diffusion behavior of In in Ge
under intrinsic conditions �p /ni�1�. The upper In profile
with a maximum concentration of 1019 cm−3 is representa-
tive for extrinsic diffusion �p /ni�1�. The shape of the in-
trinsic profile that exhibits a lower In concentration close to
the surface compared to the bulk suggests that during anneal-
ing In leaves the Ge sample; i.e., the Ge surface acts as sink.

In contrast, the upper extrinsic profile reveals an immobile In
peak with a concentration exceeding 1019 cm−3 close to the
surface. Following atomistic calculations on the stability of
InnVm clusters, it is very likely that such clusters mainly exist
in the high concentration region.26 During annealing, these
clusters dissolve and act as source for mobile In-related de-
fects that penetrate into the bulk and transform to substitu-
tional In. Other profiles representing intrinsic and extrinsic
diffusion are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Figure
4 shows In profiles measured by means of the spreading
resistance technique. The diffusion temperature T and time t
as well as maximum In concentration of all analyzed samples

FIG. 1. �Color online� Indium concentration profiles measured with TOF-
SIMS after diffusion annealing of the low- and high-dose In-implanted Ge
samples �lower and upper solid lines, respectively� at the temperature and
time indicated. The low- and high-doses as-implanted In profiles are illus-
trated by the lower and upper dashed lines. The implantation energy and
doses are indicated. The black solid lines are simulations of In diffusion
performed based on reaction �2�. The corresponding distribution of vacan-
cies and In-vacancy pairs are displayed by the dashed lines that refer to the
right y-axis.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Indium concentration profiles in Ge measured with
TOF-SIMS after diffusion annealing at the temperatures and times indicated.
All profiles refer to intrinsic diffusion conditions that are established during
annealing of the low-dose In-implanted Ge samples. The solid lines repre-
sent numerical simulations based on reaction �2� with an In sink at the
surface.
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are listed in Table I. This table also comprises the intrinsic
carrier concentration ni at the respective temperatures ac-
cording to Eq. �6� of Ref. 6 and the ratio p /ni as a measure of
the electronic condition established during annealing.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Fitting of experimental profiles

The experimental In profiles resemble in shape a
complementary error function �upper profile of Fig. 1� or a
Gaussian profile �lower profile of Fig. 1� that represent the

solutions of Fick’s second law of diffusion for a concentra-
tion independent diffusion coefficient with infinite and finite
dopant sources, respectively. Therefore, in order to deduce
the diffusion coefficient of In in Ge, we first consider, for
simplicity, Fick’s second law of diffusion:

�CIn�x,t�
�t

= DIn
eff�

2CIn�x,t�
�x2 , �1�

where CIn represents the concentration of In and DIn
eff repre-

sents an effective diffusion coefficient. In the case of intrin-
sic diffusion, the low-dose as-implanted In profile is consid-
ered as initial profile for t=0 s. The surface is assumed to
act as sink. This is reflected by the strong gradient in the In
concentration close to the Ge surface �see lower profile of
Fig. 1 and the profiles of Fig. 2�. Taking into account these
initial and boundary conditions, the differential equation �1�
is solved numerically. The solution accurately describes the
experimental profiles for intrinsic conditions �not shown in
Figs. 1 and 2�. The effective diffusion coefficients DIn

eff de-
duced from this analysis are given in Table I. In the case of
extrinsic diffusion, the In peak observed in Figs. 1 and 3 at
about 100 nm beneath the surface is considered to act as In
source during annealing. At about 150 nm beneath the sur-
face, a crossover from the peak to the profile is observed. At
this point, we assume a constant concentration of In to be
maintained by the In clusters in the peak region. Taking into
account this boundary concentration, the solution of Eq. �1�
is given by a complementary error function. Fitting this func-
tion to the experimental extrinsic In profiles provides accu-
rate fits �not shown in Fig. 3� with values for DIn

eff listed in
Table I. The extrinsic In profiles obtained after diffusion an-
nealing at 550 and 600 °C do not reveal a crossover from the
peak to the profile �see Fig. 3�. These profiles were fitted by
solving Eq. �1� numerically assuming the as-implanted In
profile as initial profile and an In sink at the surface. Com-
parison of the effective diffusion coefficients DIn

eff for intrin-
sic and extrinsic conditions reveals data for extrinsic condi-
tions that are about a factor of 2 higher than the data for
intrinsic conditions. This is, e.g., confirmed by the profiles
obtained after diffusion annealing at 650, 700, 750, and
800 °C. The In profiles illustrated in Fig. 4, which were
recorded with the spreading resistance technique after an-
nealing Ge samples with an evaporated In layer on top of the
surface, all represent intrinsic diffusion conditions p /ni�1
�see Table I�. The profile for 880 °C is best reproduced with
a complementary error function indicating an infinitive In
source at the surface. The profiles for 850 and 900 °C are
best described with a Gaussian profile indicating a finite In
source. The data obtained in this way for DIn

eff are listed in
Table I. The origin of the different effectiveness of In at the
surface is probably related to different thicknesses of the
evaporated In layers. Thin layers likely serve as finite and
thick layers as infinite In source.

A difference in DIn
eff for intrinsic and extrinsic conditions

is predicted by the vacancy mechanism when the following
reaction is assumed:8

FIG. 3. �Color online� Indium concentration profiles in Ge measured with
TOF-SIMS after diffusion annealing at the temperatures and times indicated.
All profiles refer to extrinsic diffusion conditions that are established during
annealing of the low-dose In-implanted Ge samples at 550 and 600 °C and
during annealing of the high-dose In-implanted samples at higher tempera-
tures. The solid lines represent numerical simulations based on reaction �2�
assuming an In sink at the surface for 550 and 600 °C and an infinite In
source at about 150 nm beneath the surface for the higher temperatures.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Indium concentration profiles in Ge measured by
means of spreading resistance profiling after diffusion annealing at the tem-
peratures and times indicated. The profiles refer to intrinsic diffusion con-
ditions and are accurately described with a complementary error function
�black solid line for 880 °C� and a Gaussian profile �black solid lines for
850 and 900 °C� that, respectively, represent an infinitive and a finite In-
evaporated layer on top of the surface.
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�InV�− ↔ Ins
− + V0, �2�

where �InV�− and Ins
− represent the In-vacancy pair and the

substitutional In, respectively. Both defects are singly nega-
tively charged. V0 denotes a neutral vacancy. Indium diffu-
sion via reaction �2� is described by three coupled partial
differential equations.8 Numerical simulations taking into ac-
count the full differential equation system are illustrated by
the black solid lines in Figs. 1–3. The parameter values for
DIn

� that best reproduce the extrinsic and intrinsic profiles are
listed in Table I. The values for DIn

� deduced from intrinsic
and extrinsic profiles at a given temperature are equal within
the experimental accuracy of 20% showing that In diffusion
in Ge is independent of the acceptor concentration. However,
a comparison to the data of DIn

eff indicates that with increasing
p /ni, the ratio DIn

eff /DIn
� approaches 2 as illustrated in Fig. 5.

This interrelation between DIn
eff and DIn

� is fully explained
based on reaction �2�. In the foreign-atom controlled mode of

extrinsic diffusion, i.e., when CInV−
eq DInV− �CV

eqDV, CV�x , t�
�CV

eq, and p�CIns
−

eq hold, the full differential equation system

can be reduced to Eq. �1� with an effective, concentration
independent diffusion coefficient given by DIn

eff=2DIn
� and

DIn
� =CInV−

eq DInV− /CIn
eq �see Eq. �48� of Ref. 8�. Thus the ex-

perimentally determined interrelation between intrinsic and
extrinsic diffusion of In in Ge proves that the charge state of
the mobile InV pair must be equal to the charge state of
substitutional In; i.e., both are singly negatively charged. In
the case the charge states of InV and Ins were different, the
extrinsic diffusion of In should be dependent on the In ac-
ceptor concentration which is not verified by the experi-
ments.

The analysis of In diffusion based on Fick’s second law
�see Eq. �1�� and on the full differential equation system
representing reaction �2� yields in the former case the effec-
tive diffusion coefficient DIn

eff and in the later case the re-
duced diffusion coefficient DIn

� . Under intrinsic diffusion
conditions, DIn

eff equals DIn
� but under extrinsic conditions the

relation DIn
eff=2DIn

� holds. The ratio DIn
eff /DIn

� as function of
the hole concentration p normalized by the intrinsic carrier
concentration ni is equal to 1 for intrinsic doping and ap-
proaches 2 for high doping levels �see Fig. 5�. This interre-
lation between DIn

eff and DIn
� demonstrates that the diffusion

coefficient may not represent intrinsic conditions even in the
case when dopant diffusion under extrinsic condition is in-
dependent of the acceptor concentration.

B. Motivation of diffusion model and numerical
simulations

Diffusion experiments under equilibrium conditions are
hardly sensitive to the nature of the point defects involved in
the defect reactions.8 Accordingly, In diffusion in Ge, in prin-

TABLE I. Intrinsic diffusion coefficient DIn�ni���DIn
� � of indium in germanium determined from modeling the

intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion profiles shown in Figs. 1–4. The effective diffusion coefficient DIn
eff is obtained

in the case Fick’s second law of diffusion is considered for the diffusion analysis. DIn
eff can deviate by at most

a factor of 2 from the reduced diffusion coefficient DIn
� that is determined when the full differential equation

system representing In diffusion via reaction �2� is considered. Also listed are the corresponding diffusion
temperature T and time t, maximum dopant concentration CIn

eq, maximum hole concentration p=0.5�CIn
eq

+��CIn
eq�2+4ni

2�, and intrinsic carrier concentration ni.

T
�°C�

t
�s�

CIn
eq

�cm−3�
ni

�cm−3�
p

�cm−3� p /ni

DIn
eff

�cm2 /s�
DIn

�

�cm2 /s�

550 3 607 200 8.0�1018 1.5�1018 8.3�1018 5.6 2.0�10−18 1.1�10−18

600 1 296 000 4.0�1018 2.1�1018 4.9�1018 2.3 3.9�10−17 2.5�10−17

650 320 400 1.8�1018 2.9�1018 3.9�1018 1.4 4.8�10−16 4.7�10−16

650 320 400 1.7�1019 2.9�1018 1.7�1019 5.9 9.4�10−16 5.6�10−16

700 86 400 8.8�1017 3.8�1018 4.3�1018 1.1 3.4�10−15 3.4�10−15

700 86 400 9.4�1018 3.8�1018 1.1�1019 2.8 6.8�10−15 5.0�10−15

750 22 200 4.4�1017 5.0�1018 5.2�1018 1.1 2.4�10−14 2.5�10−14

750 21 600 8.0�1018 5.0�1018 1.0�1019 2.1 4.0�10−14 3.4�10−14

800 2 400 6.8�1017 6.3�1018 6.6�1018 1.1 1.6�10−13 1.6�10−13

800 2 400 9.5�1018 6.3�1018 1.3�1019 2.0 2.7�10−13 2.3�10−13

850a 1 200 3.1�1017 7.7�1018 7.9�1018 1.0 7.2�10−13 7.4�10−13

850 1 200 3.2�1018 7.7�1018 9.5�1018 1.2 7.6�10−13 7.7�10−13

850 3 542 400 5.2�1017 7.7�1018 8.0�1018 1.0 1.3�10−12 1.3�10−12

880 1 641 600 1.1�1018 8.7�1018 9.3�1018 1.1 1.6�10−12 1.7�10−12

900 950 400 3.7�1017 9.4�1018 9.6�1018 1.0 4.1�10−12 4.1�10−12

aThe corresponding In profile is not shown in Fig. 2 for clarity.

FIG. 5. Ratio DIn
eff /DIn

� vs the reduced hole concentration p /ni. With increas-
ing doping level, the difference between the effective and reduced diffusion
coefficients DIn

eff and DIn
� approaches the factor of 2. Under intrinsic condi-

tions DIn
eff=DIn

� and under extrinsic conditions, reaction �2� predicts DIn
eff

=2DIn
� �see text for details�. The solid line serves to guide the eye.
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ciple, cannot provide the information that vacancies mediate
the diffusion as this is suggested by reaction �2�. However,
vacancies are generally considered to prevail in Ge under
thermal equilibrium conditions. This has been concluded
from self- and foreign-atom diffusion studies7,21,22,27–30 and
confirmed by atomistic calculations.15,23,30–33 In particular,
the simultaneous diffusion of self- and dopant atoms in iso-
topically controlled Ge heterostructures have revealed that
vacancies in Ge are mainly doubly negatively charged under
intrinsic and n-type doping conditions.7,34 However, the pre-
ferred charge state of V under p-type doping is not known. In
line with these findings that vacancies in Ge dominate atomic
transport under thermal equilibrium conditions, we also as-
sume that the diffusion of In is mediated by V. Whereas the
charge state of the mobile In-related defect, i.e., of the InV
pair, can be determined, the charge state of the vacancy can-
not be deduced from In diffusion because the foreign-atom
controlled diffusion mode is established. In this mode the
concentration of vacancies is close to their thermal equilib-
rium and the calculated In profiles are insensitive to the
charge state of the vacancy and the individual settings of the
equilibrium concentration CV

eq and diffusion coefficient DV as
long as the relationship CInV−

eq DInV− �CV
eqDV is preserved. For

modeling, we used values for CV
eqDV determined from the

Ge self-diffusion coefficient DGe=0.5CV
eqDV /Co, where

Co�=4.413�1022 cm−3� is the Ge atom density. These val-
ues represent the upper bounds of Ge self-diffusion under
p-type doping. Since the vacancy is doubly negatively
charged in Ge under intrinsic conditions,7,34 Ge self-diffusion
should be retarded with increasing p-type doping. The con-
centration of the InV pairs and vacancies was considered to
be three and five orders of magnitude lower than the concen-
tration of substitutional In, respectively. The simulations are
fairly insensitive to the equilibrium concentration of InV
pairs since for a mainly substitutionally dissolved dopant the
concentration of InV will certainly not exceed the concentra-
tion of substitutional In. Lattice location studies of implanted
In in Ge show that the major fraction of In is located on
substitutional site and evidence on the formation of InV pairs
are found.35–42 Altogether, as far as atomic diffusion is con-
cerned, the intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion of In in Ge
mainly yield information about the charge state of InV and
the reduced diffusion coefficient DIn

� .
Modeling of In diffusion also yields the corresponding

profiles of InV pairs and vacancies. These profiles normal-
ized by the respective thermal equilibrium concentration are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The vacancy profile demonstrates that
thermal equilibrium is established �CV /CV

eq�1�. The profile
of InV follows that of substitutional In. This is characteristic
for the foreign-atom controlled diffusion mode; that is, the
diffusion profile of In mainly reflects the diffusion of InV
pairs.

C. Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of the reduced diffusion co-
efficient DIn

� in Ge is illustrated in Fig. 6. The data are accu-
rately described by an Arrhenius equation with an diffusion
activation enthalpy of Q= �3.51�0.06� eV and a pre-

exponential factor Do= �5123−2566
+5142� cm2 s−1. Earlier data on

In diffusion in Ge reported by Dorner et al.20 are shown for
comparison. Within the experimental accuracy of this and the
former work, the In diffusion coefficients are equal �not
shown�. In addition, our work confirms the Arrhenius param-
eter reported by Dorner et al.20 However, these authors have
not differentiated between intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion.
The close agreement between the former effective In diffu-
sion coefficients and our results for DIn

� confirms that the
doping level established in the work of Dorner et al. was
close to intrinsic.

V. DISCUSSION

The activation enthalpy of 3.51 eV clearly exceeds the
value of 2.79 eV predicted recently for In diffusion in Ge via
a V-mediated ring mechanism.23,24 The deviation between
the experimental result and the theoretical prediction may
indicate that In diffusion in Ge is not mediated by the va-
cancy ring mechanism or that the relationship used in Ref. 23
to calculate the activation enthalpy of dopant diffusion via
the V-mediated ring mechanism fails for In. The activation
enthalpy of Al and Ga diffusion reported by Dorner et
al.,17,20 Södervall et al.,18 and Riihimäki et al.19 also clearly
exceeds the value predicted for a V-mediated ring mecha-
nism. For all three acceptor dopants, the theory predicts posi-
tive binding energies of the acceptor to a third nearest neigh-
bor vacancy which indicates a repulsive rather than attractive
interaction between the dopant and the vacancy. Therefore,
the diffusion activation enthalpy predicted in Ref. 23 is likely
too low since the vacancy has to overcome this barrier at
third nearest neighbor site in order to promote the diffusion
of In. Accordingly, the diffusion of In and of Al and Ga via
the vacancy ring mechanism may be hindered since the va-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Intrinsic diffusion coefficients DIn of indium in Ge
�symbol� vs the inverse temperature. The temperature dependence is accu-
rately reproduced by an Arrhenius equation with a diffusion activation en-
thalpy of Q= �3.51�0.06� eV and a pre-exponential factor Do

= �5123−2566
+5142� cm2 s−1 �solid line�. The dotted line shows results for In dif-

fusion under intrinsic conditions reported by Dorner et al. �Ref. 20�. For
comparison the temperature dependence of Ge self-diffusion �Ref. 22� is
also shown �long dashed line�.
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cancy moving from second to third nearest neighbor site has
a high probability to leave the sphere of the dopant. In addi-
tion, DFT calculations very likely underestimate the interac-
tion between the acceptor and the vacancy because Ge is
predicted to be metallic with zero band gap.33 Experiments
clearly demonstrate that under intrinsic conditions the accep-
tor is single negative and the vacancy is doubly negatively
charged. However, in the DFT calculations of Chroneos et
al.,23 the vacancy can only be neutral. This deficiency of
DFT calculations to consider charged defects in Ge results in
too low values for the migration enthalpy of impurity-
vacancy pairs.33 More precise calculations are expected to
provide activation enthalpies of In, Ga, and Al diffusion in
Ge that exceed the activation enthalpy of self-diffusion in
qualitative agreement with the experimental results as has
been shown for Ge self-diffusion using a hybrid functional
with exact exchange.33

Recently Decoster et al.42 applied the emission channel-
ing technique to In-implanted Ge samples. They found ex-
perimental evidence that directly after implantation, a frac-
tion of In atoms occupies the bond-centered �BC� site. In this
configuration, the In atom is at the bond center position with
two half vacancies or semivacancies on the neighboring
sites. Indium in this split-vacancy configuration has been
also predicted by Höhler et al.43 to be more stable than an In
atom in a full-vacancy configuration. However, according to
the results of Decoster et al.,42 the BC configuration disap-
pears completely at 300 °C. Hence for typical diffusion
studies with temperatures above 300 °C, it is very unlikely
that In in the split-vacancy configuration is more important
than In in a full-vacancy configuration.

Recently, Riihimäki et al.19 performed experiments on
Ga diffusion in Ge and also observed a concentration inde-
pendent diffusion. Accordingly, the mobile Ga-V complex is
singly negatively charged. Small differences in the extrinsic
and intrinsic diffusion of Ga like those discussed in this work
were, however, not recognized. The experiments on Ga and
In diffusion in Ge clearly reveal that the mobile dopant-
vacancy complex must be singly negatively charged. It is
very likely that Al in Ge behaves similar.

Finally, the impact of implantation damage on dopant
diffusion in Ge should be discussed. It has been demon-
strated that dopant implantation into crystalline and preamor-
phized Ge �Refs. 10 and 44–46� and subsequent annealing
did not cause any significant enhanced dopant diffusion. This
is attributed to the fact that seemingly no end-of-range
�EOR� defects are formed after the solid phase epitaxial re-
growth �SPER�.10,45,46 Recently, however, Koffel et al.47 pro-
vided first direct evidence of EOR defects after SPER of an
amorphous Ge layer created by ion implantation. The density
and size of the defects strongly depend on temperature and
are hardly detectable after annealing at 600 °C. The evolu-
tion of EOR defects in Ge is expected to affect dopant dif-
fusion. The extended tails of the In profiles observed after
annealing the high-dose implanted Ge sample at 650 °C and
the low-dose implanted sample at 550 °C �see Fig. 3� could
indicate an enhanced diffusion during the onset of the diffu-
sion annealing. Additional diffusion experiments are pres-
ently underway to verify the enhanced diffusion and struc-

tural investigations by means of high resolution transmission
electron microscopy will help to determine the physical ori-
gin.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion of In in Ge demon-
strate that the defect mediating In diffusion is singly nega-
tively charged. The equality in the charge state of the mobile
In-vacancy complex and the substitutional dopant causes a
factor of 2 differences between In diffusion under intrinsic
and extrinsic doping. An activation enthalpy of 3.51 eV was
determined for In diffusion that confirms earlier results of
Dorner et al.20 The value clearly exceeds the activation en-
thalpy of 3.13 eV for self-diffusion and is at variance with
recent theoretical predictions on the diffusion activation en-
thalpy of acceptor dopants in Ge that are based on a vacancy-
mediated ring mechanism.23 The equation used in Ref. 23 to
predict the activation enthalpy should consider the interac-
tion of the dopants to vacancies on the second and third
nearest neighbor sites that in the case of Al, Ga, and In sug-
gests to be repulsive.
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